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Economic Development is mission aligned for
foundations
▪ Community philanthropy has a role in local economic development.
o Families and households fare better when the local economy is more inclusive and resilient –
these are values that foundations bring to the economic development table.

▪ Community philanthropy has proven record of balancing short-term response with
long-term planning.
o Communities need a partner that is committed to community prosperity for the long haul.
Foundations have the vision for long-term change.

▪ Community philanthropy must deploy new tools to address your community’s and
your own resource challenges – now and in the future.
o Foundations today have access to a diverse and flexible set of tools to help.

▪ Donors (or potential donors) want more impact.
o And a commitment to donors and community leadership pushes your foundation in this
direction.
www.locusimpactinvesting.org

How do you see economic
development and entrepreneurship
aligning to your mission?

?
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What if your board hasn’t
seen this as your role?
A place to start…
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Getting the Board on board – Part 1
▪ Provide a forum for the board to engage with local economic
development leaders and hear firsthand about the challenges
and opportunities for economic development and
entrepreneurship in your community → likely to see ways that
your community development experience and your many tools
can help.
▪ Offer stories and concrete examples of peer foundations across
the country playing a role in economic development to inspire
action → from Topeka to Norton County, KS, from Barry County
MI to Whatcom County WA, you will find inspiration and
colleagues ready to share.
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Getting the Board on board – Part 2
▪ Position this as the next phase of community leadership → your
community’s greatest challenges and opportunities right now
are connected to economic development and long-term,
equitable prosperity.
▪ Commit to diligently tracking the impact of your work and sharing
with the board → engage the board so they can be advocates
and messengers for this work in the community.
▪ Tie this work to your foundation’s exploration of diversity, equity
and inclusion → your role in economic development and
entrepreneurship can be a wealth-building approach for the
people and places that are not being included now.
www.locusimpactinvesting.org

Getting the Board on board – Part 3
▪ Educate the board that playing this role may require new
tools → if supporting entrepreneurs is a goal, they may
need you to become a community investor using the tool
of local impact investing.

▪ As you consider new board members, include economic
development leaders, both formal and informal → and
suggest that the foundation CEO join the ED board.
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How are you acting on these issues
as part of your community
leadership?

?
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Connect with Us
deb@locusimpactinvesting.org
Newsletter: locusimpactinvesting.org/news
@LOCUSImpact

Calibrating your strategy
and talent to build more
resilient local economies.
TODD KHOZEIN
FOUNDER & CO-CEO SECONDMUSE

1. Opening Discussion
2. Introduction to SecondMuse
Todayʼs Agenda

OF TOPICS

3. Tools for Building Resilient
Local Economies
4. Barriers and Needs

Questions 1: How do entrepreneurship and
economic development align with your mission
currently?

DISCUSSION

Questions 2: How are you acting on these issues
as part of your community leadership (e.g., with
your grantmaking, your convening, your
investing, other tools)?

VISION
We bring communities together to build
economies that beneﬁt people and protect the
planet.
Economies that when faced with hardship, recover
quickly. Resilient economies must be inclusive
and sustainable; ones where all people and
communities can contribute and benefit while
protecting and restoring our environment.

OFFERINGS
WE DESIGN AND DELIVER A MIX OF PROGRAMMING
TO BUILD THRIVING ECONOMIES

OPEN INNOVATION

ENTREPRENEUR SUPPORT

ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

We build communities around the world
that come together to solve some of the
worldʼs biggest challenges. Together, they
build new prototypes and solutions,
develop partnerships and networks who
are solving real problems together while
raising our global consciousness.

Entrepreneurs are designing and
shaping our future therefore we support
inclusive communities of entrepreneurs
that represent the lived experience that
already exists in our world. These
programs create cultures of pride and
collaboration for both high growth and
mainstreet entrepreneurs
simultaneously.

The strategic creation, nurturing and
growth of the collective resources
necessary to achieve full, just and inclusive
potential within an economy. Elements of
the ecosystem include people, money,
ideas, customers and culture, which need to
be a mutually beneficial, connected and
thriving system.

ECOSYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT

OPEN
INNOVATION

GET CITIES
USA

THE INCUBATION NETWORK
South & Southeast Asia

SPACEAPPS
Global

ENTREPRENEUR
SUPPORT

FOR CLIMATETECH
State of New York

HEADSTREAM
USA

OPPA
Greater Surabaya, Indonesia

Past Program

KINECTIVE

Kinective revitalized the Southwest Florida regional
economy by supporting businesses and nonprofits
across the region to build the capacity to grow their
businesses and become the next generation of leaders.
Unlike incubators and accelerator programs that focus
on building unicorn companies, SecondMuseʼs work
strengthens emergent economies.
Supported by the Collaboratory (formerly SW Florida
Community Foundation), Kinective supported over 80
businesses between 2019 and 2021. Nearly ⅔ of
founders identified as women or people of color.

ventures supported

Revenue generated for SWFL
economy

LOCAL IMPACT
INVESTING
First impact investment from the
Collaboratoryʼs new revolving loan
fund. The money that is repaid from
these investments or loans is recycled
to help other nonprofit and for-profit
social entrepreneurs. Dr. McIntosh was a
graduate of the Kinective program

First ever pharmacy in the historic
Dunbar community of Fort Myers, FL.
Recipient of a $270,000 blended
capital investment from Collaboratory
(“SWFL Community Foundation”).

DR SHADREKA
MCINTOSH
FOUNDER, SOZO
WELLNESS PHARMACY

RESILIENT LOCAL ECONOMIES

STAKEHOLDER MAPPING

DIGITAL DELTA

IMPACT NAVIGATOR

A process to identify the current
stakeholder network, who we donʼt know
and may need to know, and to start to
unpack the power and changemaking
dynamics. It helps mitigate the risk of blind

A tool that uses a crowdsourced network
methodology to characterize complex
challenges and identify the most impactful
factors for addressing them to achieve a
shared goal. This can be a powerful

This tool provides startups with the ability
to identify, understand and evaluate the
impact of their products through science
backed tools. It also enables investors and

spots and missing marginalized voices.

data-driven tool to align stakeholders
around a direction/initiative.

institutions evaluate new startups and
support the ones they work with.

Breakout Room Responses
Question 1: What are your
biggest barriers to
engaging in local
economic development?
(e.g., Board, budget, skills)

Skills

Our local economic
development corporation
thinks this is their territory.

runway

We are”engaged” but barrier
to moving forward w projects
due to funding and lack of
backbone organization to
implement projects

Unrestricted dollars for the
budgets it takes to build a
resilient economy

Ensuring geographic
diversity/ opportunity
(high-return biz - tech concentrated in NW Vermont)

Small communities we serve
are led by volunteer
boards/councils

Lack of agreement on a
shared vision

The same group of people
make the decisions.

Funding start ups and for
profits rather than nonprofits

Budget / Funding

Belief that biggest investment
will be traditional wall street
investing

Breakout Room Responses
Question 2: What
resources and capabilities
do you need? (e.g., clear
strategy, training, hiring)

A clear strategy what is it we want to
be known for?

Strong, passionate
leadership who paints
a clear vision that the
community can
support

Innovative
(non-governmental)
economic
development
non-profit
organization

Funding : )

more staff/hiring

Multiple stage
funding sources:
Seed, VC, Angel, A,
B,...

Understanding of
ambiguity and
emergence

Training for board
members to empower
them to resource this
work

Breakout Room Responses
Question 3: Who do you
look to for help? How
do/would you pay for that
help?

Family foundations,
banks and CRA
dollars, donors,
private equity,

Stacked capital

A funding strategy,
even if only a few
years needs to be in
place from day one

LETʼS WORK TOGETHER
hello@secondmuse.com

|

www.secondmuse.com |

@secondmuse

Direct Investing Playbook
for Local Companies – and Community-focused Investors – and Mission
Investors

– Tools for Deal Implementation and Ongoing Management –
– Professional Development for Founders, Investors, and Communities –

HomeStake Partners PBC

www.homestakeventurepartners.com
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QUESTION:
Does your community – like many others – find it difficult to get
growth capital to opportunities that lead to community vitality?
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Catalyzing Growth
What would it mean – for businesses — and investors — and your community —
if turnkey tools were available to catalyze growth stories like these?

DEAL
Convertible equity, royalty-buyback

DEAL
Convertible equity, royalty-buyback

DEAL
Long-term, royalty-based senior loan

CO-INVESTORS
local bank, local CDFI

CO-INVESTORS
local CDFI, local community foundation,
two private foundations

CO-INVESTORS
local bank, US-FSA, key commercial
client

WHY
Company sought lead with patient terms

WHY
Co-investors could only provide ~50%
needed

WHY
Co-investors could only provide ~75%
needed
GROWTH
101% revenue growth since investment

HomeStake Partners PBC

GROWTH
842% revenue growth since investment

www.homestakeventurepartners.com

GROWTH
60% revenue growth since investment
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Be a Local Hero.
Bring Collaborative Capital to your Community
LOCAL BUSINESSES and
PROJECTS NEED
✓

✓

More and innovative
ways to attract investors
to their businesses and
projects
Ways to retain more of
the wealth-generating
aspects of their
business and projects
within their community

INVESTOR THESIS:
●

Well-run businesses and investment opportunities lack
access to innovative/ﬂexible capital -- this has harmed
economies and communities in many ways

●

Investing in strong management teams and businesses
helps to build community wealth and resilience

●

Most investors solely focus on “win or go broke”
opportunities that require the sale of any given company
or project to achieve returns - this creates a
supply-demand imbalance that needlessly sidelines
attractive opportunities
Slow and steady actually does win the race

●

Catalyze
community
prosperity
HomeStake Partners PBC

www.homestakeventurepartners.com

And
make it
stick
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Enabling Collaborative Ecosystems

Investment Amount

HomeStake helps communities unlock the RIGHT kinds of capital for businesses and projects
-- meeting stakeholders where they are on the direct investment spectrum -to fill the HUGE market gap that constrains many of the businesses and projects in their communities

Private
Equity
or
M&A

Real Estate
Partnerships

Venture
Capital

Banks

Direct Investing Platform

Angel
Groups

Investment Risk

HomeStake Partners PBC

www.homestakeventurepartners.com
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Missing Ingredient?
Innovative and Efficient Tools to Enable Local Investing
We have proven – and are now sharing – tools and structures that align investors with businesses
and projects in a more thoughtful and repeatable way. Just a few (of many more) include....

SMALL BUSINESS
REVENUE EQUITY

PROGRAM RELATED
ROYALTY NOTE

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
FLEXIBLE EQUITY

Attractive investor returns aligned with
founder and community goals and
objectives – no “exit” needed.

Automatically ﬂex payments based on
just about any underlying metric, such
as revenue or cases managed.

Junior preferred equity with special
features giving community control
over certain aspects of project.

Performance data represents past performance before management fees and is no guarantee of future results. Investment returns and the principal value of any investment will ﬂuctuate and are likely to be worth more or
less than their original cost. Future performance will likely be lower or higher than the performance discussed herein and will be impacted by management and/or performance-based fee agreements.

HomeStake Partners PBC
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Software Components
D.I.Y. meets Innovation + Support

DEAL LIBRARY / WIZARDS
Deal
Library &
Wizards

Investor
Management
Module

Leverage a library* of flexible and innovative investment structures,
education, and tools perfected through collaborations between investors,
businesses, and projects. Companies find new ideas for attracting
investment. Investors find tools to accelerate their direct investment goals.

INVESTOR MANAGEMENT MODULE
Simplify reporting and payments from your business/project to your investor
group.

Community
+ Deal
Marketplace

PORTFOLIO MODULE
Portfolio
Module

Efficiently collect and analyze key data points from your portfolio companies.
Project and track investor returns.

COMMUNITY + DEAL MARKETPLACE
Share with and learn from other investors, small businesses, and projects.
Efficiently share opportunities with additional like-minded investors.

* Library constantly growing in size and scope. Currently includes Revenue-Equity,
Affordable Housing Preferred Equity, Royalty-Debt, Amortizing Debt, template PPMs,
Due Diligence processes/checklists, and more.

HomeStake Partners PBC

www.homestakeventurepartners.com
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We look forward to helping you
bring Collaborative Capital to your HomeTown
SET A TIME TO MEET:
homestakeventurepartners.com/playbook
Jeff Batton
jeff@homestakeventurepartners.com
406.579.8284
Bill Stoddart
bill@homestakeventurepartners.com
406.579.6096

BUSINESSES

INVESTORS

Explore choices

Explore choices

Choose the right fit
Test scenarios

Set your goals
Seek local deals

Meet in the Middle
Create a Local Win
HomeStake Partners PBC
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